Fully automatic premium vertical slicer.
Ensures maximum hygiene and productivity due to touchless depositing, automatic carriage drive and integrated portion scale with automatic stop function.

Product description
The vertical carriage ensures ergonomic, upright operation while providing an optimal view of the slicing result. The optional servo-supported manual or automatic operation allows fatigue-free operation and productive pre-slicing.

Thanks to an automatic depositing arm, slices are laid out without manual handling and numerous depositing patterns allow an optimal product presentation. Optimize your operating procedure by means of the integrated portion scale with automatic stop function when reaching the target weight. Maximum acceleration of the configuration with preselection keys. You serve customers while the machine is slicing and they spend less time waiting.

The depositing system entirely made of stainless steel can be easily and quickly disassembled for thorough and efficient cleaning.

Highlights
– Manual, semiautomatic and fully automatic operation in one machine
– Integrated portion scale up to 1.5 kg / 2 or 5 g scale interval
– Automatic stop function when the target weight is reached. Easy to configure touch display with quick selection keys.
– Servo-supported manual operation
– Hygienically perfect design: Disassembly without tools and dishwasher-safe stainless steel and Ceraclean® attachment parts as well as a large distance between blade and motor tower for easy manual cleaning.
– Fine adjustment of slice thickness between 0-3 mm
– Powerful Bizerba motor, optionally with intelligent motor control Emotion® for saving energy while the motor is even more powerful, low-noise operation and virtually no heating up of the depositing area
– Optional Ceraclean® surface refinement for easy cleaning
– Perfect, hygienic portions and stacks also directly onto paper or foil

Options
– Ceraclean®: Surface refinement
– Blade options: Ceraclean® blade, cheese blade, bread blade
– Remnant holder variants: smooth, checkered, with spikes
– Round platter
– Shaving deflector
– Extended carriage
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